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Put range anxiety in the rearview mirror.

Sometimes, you want to drive an electric car. Sometimes, you need more flexibility. That's why Honda created the Clarity Plug-In Hybrid. Charge up and drive on electricity, or tap into its hybrid engine for unexpected turns—all while spending less time at the pump.

Stay up to speed at facebook.com/hondaclarity
Clarity Plug-In Hybrid Touring shown with Beige Leather.

*Drive responsibly. Some state laws prohibit the operation of handheld electronic devices while operating a vehicle. For safety reasons, always launch your audio application or perform any other operation on your phone or audio device only when the vehicle is safely parked.

**Interior Features**

**Three Driving Modes**
Select from Normal, ECON or Sport, to help optimize efficiency, power and handling.

**Shift-By-Wire**
Go from Park to Drive with the touch of a button, while enjoying a more spacious center console.

**Deceleration Paddle Selectors**
Choose between four levels of regenerative braking using the paddles mounted behind the steering wheel.

**Steering Wheel-Mounted Controls**
Change the song, make a call or get directions—all from your steering wheel.*

**Dual-Zone Automatic Climate Control**
Set one temperature for the driver and another for the front passenger.

**8-Inch Display Audio Touch-Screen**
Touch, pinch and swipe your way through music, directions and more.

**Apple CarPlay™ Integration**
Apple CarPlay provides access to Apple Music,* Maps, Messages and phone calls through Siri® and the Display Audio touch-screen.

**Android Auto™ Integration**
Android™ smartphone users can access Google Maps,* Google Now™ messages, music and other popular apps with the Android Auto feature.
A new class of comfort.
Few hybrid vehicles provide the comfort or space you’ve come to expect from mid-size sedans. The Clarity Plug-In Hybrid stands out as the exception.

Spacious Interior
You’ll find more than enough room for five adults inside the Clarity Plug-In Hybrid.

Smartphone Pockets
Behind each front seat is a pocket designed for phones of all shapes and sizes.

Full-Size Trunk
The Clarity has a larger trunk than many of its competitors, with plenty of room for all kinds of cargo.

Heated Front Seats
The Clarity Plug-In Hybrid can quickly take the driver and front passenger seats from zero to toasty.

Premium Materials
The sophisticated, quiet cabin utilizes high-quality leather (Touring) and plant-derived materials.

Driver’s Seat with 8-Way Power Adjustment
In addition to two-position memory, the driver’s seat provides eight ways to adjust your seat with pinpoint accuracy (Touring).
Collision Mitigation Braking System® (CMBS®)™
CMBS can help bring your Clarity to a stop by automatically applying brake pressure when the system determines that a frontal collision is unavoidable.

Road Departure Mitigation System (RDM)™
RDM can determine if you cross over detected lanes without signaling, can provide steering assistance to help you return to your lane, or provide braking to help keep from leaving the roadway entirely.

Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)™
With your hands on the steering wheel, long highway drives are easier with LKAS, which subtly adjusts steering to help keep the Clarity centered in a detected lane.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low-Speed Follow™
ACC helps you maintain a set following interval behind detected vehicles for highway driving. If the detected vehicle slows to a stop, ACC is designed to slow and stop your vehicle as well. After stopping, a tap on the throttle instructs the car to continue maintaining the desired interval.

Built for what-if.
Even the most attentive of drivers can miss things. That’s why we’ve equipped every Clarity with Honda Sensing®, a full suite of safety and driver-assistive technologies designed to assist and help protect you and your passengers.

Clarity Plug-In Hybrid (above and upper right) shown in Modern Steel Metallic with Black Fabric. Clarity Plug-In Hybrid Touring shown in Solar Silver Metallic (far right) and Crimson Pearl (lower right).
Clarity Plug-In Hybrid Touring shown in Crystal Black Pearl.

**PLUG-IN HYBRID**

- 1.5-liter 4-cylinder engine with electric motor
- Electronic continuously variable transmission (E-CVT) with sport mode and deceleration paddle selectors
- 212 total system horsepower*
- 47-mile EV mode driving-range rating*
- Honda Sensing® suite of safety and driver-assistant features
- Electric parking brake with automatic brake hold
- Hill start assist
- 18-inch alloy wheels
- Multi-angle rearview camera™ with dynamic guidelines
- Honda LaneWatch™
- Smart Entry with Walk Away Auto Lock™

**Dual-zone automatic climate control**

**Push button start**

**HondaLink™ remote system**

**Automatic dimming rearview mirror**

**Heated front seats**

**LED rear split-fold-down rear seatback with center armrest**

**10-speaker audio system with 8 speakers**

**8-inch Display Audio with high-resolution touchscreen and customizable feature settings**

**Apple CarPlay™ integration**

**Android Auto™ integration**

**SiriusXM® Radio**

**HM Radio**

**HD Radio**

**PLUG-IN HYBRID TOURING add-ons or replaces Plug-in Hybrid features**

- Driver’s seat with 8-way power adjustment and two-position memory
- Front passenger seat with 4-way power adjustment
- Leather-trimmed seats
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ with voice recognition and Honda HD Digital Traffic services

**Featured Honda Genuine Accessories**

- Illuminated Door Sill Trim (shown)
- 18-inch Alloy Wheels (shown)
- Ambient Lighting
- Decklid Spoiler
- Chrome Lower Door Trim
- Body Side Molding
- All-Season Floor Mats
- Body-Colored Parking Sensors (front)
- Rear Bumper Applique

Find your registration at pinterest.com/honda and keep up with the Clarity by following Honda on Instagram.

Whether you buy or lease this vehicle, you will receive a battery pack limited warranty at the time of vehicle purchase. Please ask your dealer which plan best suits your needs.

All Honda vehicles—and any Honda Genuine Accessories installed at the time of vehicle purchase—are covered by a 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty. Plus, Honda cars and trucks are covered by a 5-year/60,000-mile Limited Powertrain Warranty, too. Battery-pack limited warranty may vary.

For more information and complete specifications, visit claritypluginhybrid.honda.com

*Specifications, features, illustrations and equipment shown in this brochure are based upon latest available information at the time of printing. Although descriptions are believed to be correct, Honda reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice or obligation, in colors, materials, equipment and accessories. All such changes become effective during the model year in which they are made. Materials shown are not necessarily representative of specific models available for sale. Literature applicable to models not sold in the United States or Puerto Rico may vary. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

All Honda vehicles and accessories are sold subject to the terms and conditions of Honda’s limited warranties. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

24-hour emergency road service is available to you in the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada throughout your 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty term. Services include jump-starting, flat tire and lockout assistance, towing, and more (limitations apply). Call 1-866-866-5211.

Honda reminds you and your passengers to always use seat belts and appropriate child seats. Children 12 and under are safest when properly restrained in the rear seat.

Always visually confirm that it is safe to drive before backing up; the rearview camera display does not provide complete information about all conditions and objects at the rear of your vehicle.


Honda Community Care is an affordable, comprehensive vehicle protection program designed to preserve the value of your vehicle in the perfect way to personalize and protect your vehicle. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System uses an automotive version of Google Maps and Google Earth and is subject to Google’s Terms of Service. Google Maps data is not available at all times or under all conditions and is subject to change without notice. For complete details visit claritypluginhybrid.honda.com.

Honda recommends you consult your Honda dealer for details on the perfect way to personalize and protect your vehicle.

Manufacturers make certain standards as part of their compliance to Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards. These standards are in addition to applicable Federal standards, which regulate the performance of safety-related and emission control systems. These standards are not set by Honda and are not the result of Honda’s efforts to improve safety in vehicles. The public can access information about these standards at NHTSA.gov. Honda makes no representation regarding the standards that apply to its vehicles. You may contact NHTSA by telephone at 1-888-327-4236.

SiriusXM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc. ©2017 SIRIUS XM RADIO INC. All rights reserved.

Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC. iPhone, Palm Pre, iPod Touch, and Siri are trademarks or registered trademarks of Apple Inc. Android is a trademark of Google LLC. BlackBerry is a registered trademark of Research In Motion Limited. Blackberry, BBM and BBM™ are registered trademarks of Blackberry Ltd. BlackBerry Q10 and BlackBerry Z30 are trademarks of BlackBerry Ltd. ( ceremonial exclusive use only). Windows, Windows Phone, touch screen and Surface are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

FM Radio is a registered trademark of SiriusXM Radio Inc. HD Radio is a proprietary trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation. HD Radio technology allows digital audio and data broadcasting to today’s FM and AM receivers. HD Radio receivers are required to receive HD Radio programming, which is subject to availability. HD Radio service is provided by Clear Channel Radio, LLC under a license from iBiquity Digital Corporation. HD Radio service requires the minimum broadcast of 100KHz of audio bandwidth, which is currently not required by every iBiquity Digital Corporation HD Radio station. HD Radio service is subject to change without notice.

CDMA is a trademark of CDMA Development Group. The Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Honda Motor Co., Ltd. is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

Additional fees/charges may apply for SiriusXM Radio trial subscriptions. SiriusXM service is only available in the United States, except Alaska. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

HD Radio™ is a proprietary trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation. HD Radio technology allows digital audio and data broadcasting to today’s FM and AM receivers. HD Radio receivers are required to receive HD Radio programming, which is subject to availability. HD Radio service is provided by Clear Channel Radio, LLC under a license from iBiquity Digital Corporation. HD Radio service is subject to change without notice.

Some Honda accessories are not available on all models. Please see your Honda dealer for details. Some vehicles may have other standard equipment in addition to the features noted here. All such changes become effective during the model year in which they are made. Materials shown are not necessarily representative of specific models available for sale. Features shown are not necessarily a part of every model and are subject to change at any time, without notice or obligation, in colors, materials, equipment and accessories. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

California High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) sticker can be applied for through the California Department of Motor Vehicles. Once installed, you may use designated HOV lanes, even if you’re driving alone. Stickers valid through January 1, 2018. Honda and its authorized dealers are not responsible for the installation of stickers. Honda recommends that you consult your Honda dealer for assistance.

Apple, the Apple logo, and Siri are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

SiriusXM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc. ©2017 SIRIUS XM RADIO INC. All rights reserved.

Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC. iPhone, Palm Pre, iPod Touch, and Siri are trademarks or registered trademarks of Apple Inc. Android is a trademark of Google LLC. BlackBerry is a registered trademark of Research In Motion Limited. Blackberry, BBM and BBM™ are registered trademarks of Blackberry Ltd. BlackBerry Q10 and BlackBerry Z30 are trademarks of BlackBerry Ltd. (ceremonial exclusive use only). Windows, Windows Phone, touch screen and Surface are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

SiriusXM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc. ©2017 SIRIUS XM RADIO INC. All rights reserved.

Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC. iPhone, Palm Pre, iPod Touch, and Siri are trademarks or registered trademarks of Apple Inc. Android is a trademark of Google LLC. BlackBerry is a registered trademark of Research In Motion Limited. Blackberry, BBM and BBM™ are registered trademarks of Blackberry Ltd. BlackBerry Q10 and BlackBerry Z30 are trademarks of BlackBerry Ltd. (ceremonial exclusive use only). Windows, Windows Phone, touch screen and Surface are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

HD Radio is a proprietary trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation. HD Radio technology allows digital audio and data broadcasting to today’s FM and AM receivers. HD Radio receivers are required to receive HD Radio programming, which is subject to availability. HD Radio service is provided by Clear Channel Radio, LLC under a license from iBiquity Digital Corporation. HD Radio service is subject to change without notice.

Some Honda accessories are not available on all models. Please see your Honda dealer for details. Some vehicles may have other standard equipment in addition to the features noted here. All such changes become effective during the model year in which they are made. Materials shown are not necessarily representative of specific models available for sale. Features shown are not necessarily a part of every model and are subject to change at any time, without notice or obligation, in colors, materials, equipment and accessories. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

For more information and complete specifications, visit claritypluginhybrid.honda.com

Specifications, features, illustrations and equipment shown in this brochure are based upon latest available information at the time of printing. Although descriptions are believed to be correct, Honda reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice or obligation, in colors, materials, equipment and accessories. All such changes become effective during the model year in which they are made. Materials shown are not necessarily representative of specific models available for sale. Literature applicable to models not sold in the United States or Puerto Rico may vary. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

All Honda vehicles and accessories are sold subject to the terms and conditions of Honda’s limited warranties. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

24-hour emergency road service is available to you in the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada throughout your 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty term. Services include jump-starting, flat tire and lockout assistance, towing, and more (limitations apply). Call 1-866-866-5211.

Honda Community Care is an affordable, comprehensive vehicle protection program designed to preserve the value of your vehicle in the perfect way to personalize and protect your vehicle. Please see your Honda dealer for details.

The future is clear.

Honda is committed to developing more environmentally responsible vehicles like the Clarity Plug-In Hybrid, Fuel Cell and Electric, and working towards a zero-carbon-emissions future.

Find out more about the Clarity series of alternative fuel vehicles at clarity.honda.com

Clarity Electric shown in White Orchid Pearl. Clarity Fuel Cell shown in Bordeaux Red Metallic. Clarity Plug-In Hybrid shown in Modern Steel Metallic.